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On 4/4/2022 CST Beaudry, with the assistance of FSM Snyder, were requested to assist in the investigation of an Officer
Involved Shooting.

CST and FSM responded to the Training Unit- 3rd floor of the GRPD.  Under the direction of Lt. Forner and Lt. Siver the
following tasks were completed:

Photographs were taken of Officer Christopher Schurr #195.  Photographs show the overall appearance of his uniform, hands,
and face. 

Photographs were then taken of the duty belt belonging to Ofc. Schurr. It was noted that the Taser holster was empty.

Photographs were also taken of a regular belt, belt holders, and a black handled pocket knife.   Swabs were taken of the duty
belt in three different grouped locations for potential touch DNA.  Group #1- taser holster, flashlight, radio with corresponding
belt area.  Group #2- (2) handcuff holders, ASP, and corresponding belt area.  Group #3- top of gun holster, O.C. holder, double
magazine holder and corresponding belt area.

Photographs were then taken of a Glock 17 Gen S, 9MM (SN:  duty issued firearm with attached streamlight
(SN:   A swab was taken of the handle area for potential touch DNA.

Lt. Siver removed the spare magazines from the duty belt, as well as the magazine from the firearm.  A round count was
performed with myself, Lt. Siver, Lt. Forner, Ofc, Schurr, and Ofc.’s Martin, Loeb, and Fynewever and MSP Detective/SGT.
Raymond Sowa. Photographs were taken and illustrate (17) F.C. 9MM Luger cartridges in spare magazine #1, (17) F.C. 9MM
Luger cartridges in spare magazine #2, and (17) F.C. 9MM Luger cartridges in magazine and chamber from firearm.   A total of
(51) F.C. Luger cartridges were counted, and photographed.

Officer Schurr’s uniform was collected by Ofc. Martin in the GRPD men’s locker room, and turned over to CST in the training
unit.

In the Forensics Unit photographs were again taken of the uniform to include boots.  Located in the right front pants pocket
were a tourniquet and face mask.  Located in the left front pocket were gloves, a rubber band, and Narcan.  Photographs were
also taken of Ofc. Schurr’s ballistic vest with body camera clip.

Collected items listed below were turned over to MSP detective/SGT. Raymond Sowa along with a disc of all photographs:
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Firearm:
-Glock 17 Gen 5
-magazine from firearm with (17) cartridges
-swabs from firearm
Duty Belt:
-Taster Holster, empty
-flashlight with holder
-portable radio with holder
-(2) pairs of handcuffs with holder’s
-firearm holster, empty
-O.C. spray and holder
 -double magazine holder, empty
-(2) magazines with a total of (34) cartridges
-Swabs taken of duty belt

Uniform:
- Small, Shirt with badge and nametag
- 31R pants
- Size 11, 5.11 boots
- ballistic vest with body camera clip
-tourniquet, mask, gloves Narcan, rubber bands
-black folding knife

MSP Sowa requested CST to swab the exterior of an Axon body camera.  The swab was taken and both items were turned
over to MSP Sowa.
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